Key design considerations for adaptive clinical trials: a primer for clinicians
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This article reviews important considerations for researchers who are designing adaptive clinical trials. These differ from conventional clinical trials because they allow and even enforce continual modifications to key components of trial design while data are being collected. This innovative approach has the potential to reduce resource use, decrease time to trial completion, limit allocation of participants to inferior interventions, and improve the likelihood that trial results will be scientifically or clinically relevant. Adaptive designs have mostly been used in trials evaluating drugs, but their use is spreading. The US Food and Drug Administration recently issued guidance on adaptive trial designs, which highlighted general principles and different types of adaptive clinical trials but did not provide concrete guidance about important considerations in designing such trials. Decisions to adapt a trial are not arbitrary; they are based on decision rules that have been rigorously examined via statistical simulations before the first trial participant is enrolled. The authors review important characteristics of adaptive trials and common types of study modifications and provide a practical guide, illustrated with a case study, to aid investigators who are planning an adaptive clinical trial.

Adaptive clinical trials can be completed sooner than trials with conventional (non-adaptive) designs. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) have recently released guidance on adaptive designs for licensing.1,2 But little guidance exists on how investigators should proceed when designing and planning an adaptive clinical trial. We outline and discuss common characteristics and study modifications of adaptive trials and provide a practical planning guide for designing and interpreting adaptive clinical trials.

Characteristics of adaptive designs
Adaptive designs allow for modifications to key components. Unlike conventional designs, where the learning typically occurs after the trial is completed, adaptive designs intend for continual learning as the data accumulate. Several characteristics are more common in, or unique to, adaptive trials than conventional trials (box 1). Changes can be made to the allocation ratio, total sample size, and eligibility criteria, trials can be extended from phase II into phase III, or treatment arms can be added or dropped. Adaptive trials have the potential for decreased time to completion, reduced resource requirements and number of patients exposed to inferior treatments, and overall improved likelihood of trial success. But they also come with the risk of creating inefficiencies if poorly planned. Any possible decision for adaptation should undergo rigorous risk-benefit assessment, such that the potential scientific and ethical gains outweigh the risks of causing bias or trial inefficiencies.

Common types of adaptive trials
Common types of adaptive clinical trials include, but are not limited to, sample size reassessment,23 response adaptive randomisation and dropping of inferior treatment arms,4 adaptive enrichment,5 and “seamless” designs (fig 1). Sample size reassessment uses event based evaluations during the trial to determine actual
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**SUMMARY POINTS**

- Adaptive trials enable continual modification to the trial design based on interim data. They can reduce use of resources and time or improve the likelihood of success of the trial.
- Common adaptive designs allow for interim sample size reassessment to ensure sufficient power, allocation of the allocation ratio to ensure more patients receive the superior treatment, dropping of inferior treatments, addition of new treatment arms to save time and resources, population “enrichment” to narrow scope of the clinical trial, or transition directly from one trial phase to another.
- Planning adaptive trials is rooted in comprehensive simulations to understand the likely consequences and gains of all possible adaptations and the appropriateness of the incorporated decision rules. Simulations should be planned with clinical input and be transparent.
- Statistical analysis plans for adaptive trials should cover interim analyses to optimise efficiency and final analyses to draw final conclusions about the observed treatment differences.
Box 1: What makes a randomised clinical trial adaptive?

- Key study design components can be adapted throughout the trial
- Trial planning involves several rounds of simulations
- Consequences and gains of possible trial adaptations need to be understood before initiation
- Statistical analysis plans are needed for both interim and final analyses
- Research question may change along with adaptations (for example, narrowing the population)
- Multiple trials (such as phase II and III) can seamlessly be combined in one adaptive trial
- New experimental treatments can be added rather than starting a new separate trial

Response adaptive randomisation allows for changes in the randomisation ratio during the trial, so that, if interim results are favourable, newly enrolled patients are more likely to be assigned to the treatment arm. Adaptive enrichment refers to a modification to the trial eligibility criteria or outcome evaluations; if interim analysis shows that one subgroup has a more favourable response, the trial can be “enriched” by modifying its eligibility criteria to either solely or predominantly enrol patients from this subgroup.

Similarly, clinical and biochemical outcomes may be augmented to enhance the trial’s relevance, wide application, or probability of success. Seamless adaptive trial designs permit continuation from one phase to the subsequent phase, generally from phase II to phase III trials. The results from the phase II trial can be used to determine the initial allocation ratio, the planned total sample size, and a potentially enriched set of population for the subsequent phase III.

Planning an adaptive trial with realistic expectations

Some conventional analyses have interim analyses, which typically use prespecified rules for early termination (such as O’Brien-Fleming monitoring boundaries) that are not adaptive. But all adaptive trials have interim analyses with the possibility for design adaptations, making their planning more extensive. Investigators should consider and anticipate challenges associated with all possible trajectories of adaptations and should establish decision rules that minimise the risk of biased or inefficient adaptations. They must perform extensive trial simulations on multiple scenarios for the risk-benefit assessment.

The adaptive design is heavily rooted in simulations (fig 2). These are expanded on and re-run until investigators and trial statisticians are confident that the likely benefits of the adaptive design substantially outweigh the potential risks. After establishing a sufficiently robust design, they can finalise the trial protocol and start the trial. Implementing adaptive trials commonly involves a cycle of interim analyses and decisions (fig 2b). A practical case study of an adaptive clinical trial is presented in box 2 and fig 3.

Clinical trial simulations

Simulations can be used for any type of study design but are customarily used in adaptive designs owing to the multitude of trajectories. They are used to establish statistical and practical properties of adaptive trial designs. The risks of false positives (type I error) and false negatives (type II error) in adaptive trials are difficult (if not impossible) to evaluate with conventional methods. Regulatory agencies commonly require control of these errors, so they should be decision-rules, using metrics such as expected reduction in required sample size, time to completion, number of treatment failures avoided, risk of biased interim effect estimates, and robustness of the planned statistical analysis at trial termination. These can be particularly helpful for planning a realistic budget and timeline.

Because simulation is an iterative process (fig 2), we recommend starting with few “best case” and “worst case” scenarios based on current evidence or opinion, such as the two dose-response models in the case study (box 2). Exploring several scenarios can help quickly establish the likely efficiency gain from applying an adaptive design over a conventional design. Further, starting group discussions with only simple simulations can be important for engaging the clinical expertise of the investigators and help
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**Fig 1** Common types of adaptive trials. Sample size reassessment: if interim analysis shows worse results than expected, the sample size can be reassessed and increased to ensure that the trial is adequately powered. Response adaptive randomisation: if interim analysis shows promising results for a treatment, the allocation ratio can be modified to favour enrolment to that treatment. Adaptive enrichment: if interim analysis shows that a treatment has more promising results in one subgroup of patients, the study eligibility criteria can be modified to investigate the efficacy of the intervention in the that subgroup, with a sample size reassessment to ensure a sufficient sample size. SSR=sample size reassessment
Decision rules

Decision rules are prespecified before starting the trial. The most common types are mathematical expressions for terminating treatment arms or the trial and modifications of the allocation ratio between treatments. Other decision rules include preset quantitative criteria for re-estimating the sample size or narrowing patient eligibility or picking new arms to best inform a dose-response model (box 2).

Investigators must also consider which outcomes will be evaluated for decision rules and what effect the choice of outcome has on the properties of the design; for example, risk of false positive “enrichment.” To determine the adequacy of the outcomes used for the decision rules, the clinical relevance and time required to measure the outcome are essential. The outcome for the decision rule should be clinically important and sufficiently correlated with at least one of the trial’s primary outcomes. If the outcome fails to meet these criteria, the clinical merit and statistical robustness of any trial adaptation is likely to be inadequate. The time required to observe the outcome, and therefore collect sufficient interim data, should be short enough that efficiency, ethical gains, or both can be achieved with adaptations before the trial is terminated. For example, if one year progression free survival is used to inform response adaptive randomisation in a trial that enrols patients over two years, the time required to collect, clean, and analyse enough information to support an interim trial adaptation is so substantial that only a small proportion (the last 25%) of enrolled patients may benefit from this adaptation and no real efficiency gains will be realised. By contrast, an outcome such as three month tumour response may facilitate the collection of sufficient data to inform early adaptations but may lack sufficient correlation with the primary outcome (such as full trial duration overall survival). Six month progression free survival may strike a more

Box 2: Case study of a dose-response adaptive trial

A drug for knee pain showed an effect at roughly 10 mg in a preclinical model (model 1), and an effect between 30 and 90 mg in pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic models from phase I data (model 2; fig 3a). The aim of this trial was to first establish superior efficacy of 90 mg over placebo (phase Ia) and to find the median effective dose (ED50) using dose-response modelling (phase Ib).

Given budget and time constraints corresponding to enrolment of 400 patients, preliminary simulations had shown that if the assumed model (either model 1 or model 2) was correct, four treatment arms with equal allocation would be optimal to establish the ED50 and dose-response model. But an incorrect assumption about the dose-response could lead to inefficiencies. The manufacturer was interested in testing either 0, 10, 30, and 90 mg or 0, 30, 60, and 90 mg, depending on which model was the most accurate.

Given the expected efficacy from phase I evidence (model 2), our sample size calculation showed that this could be achieved at a 20% one-sided alpha level with 40 patients to each arm. So the first interim analysis was planned after 80 patients with a decision-rule of stopping the trial if 90 mg did not show an effect at this time.

Phase Iib needed to tell us which of the three remaining doses should be used. If model 1 was the most accurate, then efficacy increments would predominantly occur between 0 and 30 mg, so enrolling patients to 10 mg and 30 mg would be optimal for estimating dose-response (fig 3b). If efficacy increments predominantly occurred between 30 and 90 mg (model 2, enrolling patients to 30 mg and 60 mg would be optimal (fig 3c). Both models have 30 mg in common, so the second stage was designed to randomise an additional 100 patients in a ratio of 1:3:1 to receive 0, 30, and 90 mg, respectively. The decision rule implemented at the end of this stage was to pick 10 mg or 60 mg as a fourth arm depending on whether the efficacy of 30 mg efficacy was >50% of the 90 mg efficacy.

At the start of the third stage a total of 180 patients had been randomised, with 60 patients randomised to each of the three arms (0 mg, 30 mg, and 90 mg). As the trial aim was to randomise 100 patients to each of the four final arms, an additional 40 patients would be randomised to the existing three arms and a 100 patients would be randomised to the fourth arm (either 10 mg or 60 mg). Thus, at the third stage patients were randomised at 2:5:2:2 for model 1 or 2:2:5:2 for model 2 (fig 3d). The final analysis of 400 patients, as per preliminary simulations, be powered by >80% to establish the median effective dose.
appropriate balance between time to collect and robustness.

Transparency is key to decision rules and adaptive trial designs. The outcome used as a decision rule to inform an adaptation should be clear, as should the justification for the outcome and the decision rules. Moreover, decision rules should be easy to implement and implement, to avoid practical adaptation that may impose bias. If the trial is planned for regulatory approval, further considerations should ensure that the decision rules are also non-binding. That is, whether a decision rule is enforced should not affect statistical properties such as type I error. Multiple sophisticated statistical and economic decision rules to accommodate optimal adaptations have been described in detail elsewhere.

Statistical planning
Statistical planning is critical for any clinical trial design. For adaptive designs, the statistical analysis plan comprises the simulation, the interim analysis to inform potential adaptations, and the final analysis of the completed trial. Similar to conventional trial designs, a number of factors such as observed and expected effects, trial budget, and total maximum sample size need to be considered.

Adaptive trials need a so-called burn-in phase where a predetermined number of patients can be enrolled at a fixed allocation ratio (usually 1:1) to ensure that enough data are collected to allow for reasonable expected precision. Making adaptations too early can be problematic because small datasets are more prone to random error.

The general rule of thumb for response adaptive randomisation is to collect data on a minimum of 20-30 patients in each arm (the burn-in) before conducting the first interim analysis. Other adaptations, including sample size reassessments and study enrichments, typically need a longer burn-in period and larger sample size.

In multi-arm adaptive trials, allocation to the control group is commonly fixed (for example, at 20% of total patient allocation) and the allocation ratio between experimental treatments is adjusted. Collecting sufficient data from the control group helps to ensure adequate statistical power to make comparisons between treatments.

The final statistical analysis of an adaptive trial is usually quite similar to that of conventional trials. This may be because regulatory requirements commonly have heavy emphasis on conventional statistics (such as requiring P values less than 5%). But using more specific statistics when making the decision to adapt a trial during interim analyses may be the cause of misinterpretation if viewed through the lens of conventional statistics. For example, if an adaptive multi-arm trial allows early termination due to a predefined threshold for a (bayesian) probability of treatment superiority, a conventional statistical analysis of the final dataset may not meet regulatory success criteria. In particular, a two sided statistical test comparing the apparently superior treatment to the control could yield a P value larger than 5%, which is very different from estimating the bayesian probability of superiority among many treatments, especially when data are still relatively small during an interim analysis. Like any clinical trial stopped early, adaptive trials may also yield treatment effect estimates that are affected by random error. Planning which types of statistical inferences will be drawn in case of early termination is important. For example, a
seamless adaptive trial may reliably inform which of many candidate treatments (or doses) tested in phase II should be continued into a phase III, but claims about the magnitude of treatment effects may not be warranted.

Concluding remarks
Adaptive randomised trials offer several advantages over conventional randomised trials. But the efforts and time required for planning and implementing adaptive trials are typically more exhaustive and do not always offer important gains in efficiency or ethics. This is a practical guide for future investigators to design an adaptive clinical trial. Understanding the use and merit of trial simulations during the planning stage, how to determine the adequacy of decision rules for trial adaptations, as well as unique aspects of the statistical planning is key to the success of adaptive clinical trials.
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